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Anesthetics – Upholstery – TV Cabinets – Mops – Disposable Diapers – Cassettes – Sports car BodiesAnesthetics – Upholstery – TV Cabinets – Mops – Disposable Diapers – Cassettes – Sports car Bodies
Salad Bowls – House Paint – Purses – Ammonia – Electric Blankets – awnings – Dresses – Candles
Ice Cube Trays – Water Pipes – Synthetic Rubber – Car Battery Cases – Rubbing Alcohol –Hair CurlersIce Cube Trays Water Pipes Synthetic Rubber Car Battery Cases Rubbing Alcohol Hair Curlers
Safety Glass – Pajamas – Eyeglasses –Pillows ‐ Vitamin Capsules – Plywood Adhesive – Movie Film
Ice Chests – Boats – Loudspeakers – Ice Buckets – VCR tapes – Credit Cards – Fertilizers – CrayonsIce Chests Boats Loudspeakers Ice Buckets VCR tapes Credit Cards Fertilizers Crayons
Insect Repellent – Toilet Seats – Roofing Shingles – Fishing Boots – Life Jackets – Balloons – Caulking
Shower Doors – Cortisone – Carpeting – Lipstick – Beach Umbrellas – Artificial Turf – petroleum jellyp g p p j y
Tennis Rackets – Artificial Limbs – Shower Curtains – Hearing Aids – Vaporizers – Aspiring – Curtains
Wading Pools – Parachutes – Garden House – Yarn – Golf Balls – Umbrellas – Slacks – Detergent
Milk Jugs – Hair Cooling – C old Cream – Roofing – Toothbrushes – Rubber Cement – Sun Glasses
Heart Valves – Putty – Nail Polish – Perfume – Faucet Washes – Folding Door – Ballpoint Pens
Luggage ‐ Drinking Cups –Guitar Strings – Golf bags –LP Records – Bandages – Tool Racks – Fan Belts
Toothpaste ‐ Shoe Polish – Wire Insulation – Shaving Cream – Food packaging – Shampoo ‐ Crayons
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The Transition Handbook argues that in our current efforts to
drastically cut carbon emissions, we must also give equal
importance to the building of resilience, a culture based on its
ability to function Indefinitely and to live within its limits, and
able to succeed for having done so R b H ki
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Resilience Introduction

Refers to the ability of a system, from individual people to

Resilience Introduction

whole economies, to hold together and maintain their ability
to function in the face of change and shocks from the outside

The Transition

The Transition movement is an attempt to design abundant pathways
down from oil peak, to generate new stories about what might be
waiting for us at the end of our descent, and to put resilience
b ildi b k t th h t f l k f th f t
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The Head
Why Peak Oil and Climate Change mean that smaller is inevitable

The Functionality of the world’s cities has become accustomed to
the benefits of oil and its vast reserves for the past century. The
dependency on oil has become so great that the city would comedependency on oil has become so great that the city would come
to a standstill if there was no more oil. Oil is being used at a
phenomenal rate, but the question that is to be posed is what willp , q p
happen when oil runs out?.

Oil is the centre and the back bone of global transportation, it is
the reason food, supplies and products can be transported over
vast distances without it the city cannot function When it runsvast distances, without it the city cannot function. When it runs
out this ability to travel great distances using private transport will
be a thing of the past and hence a person needs have to be withing p p
walking or cycling distance. He describes that Smaller is Better, because

then it allows for the building of products locally,
hi h h l d it ll IThis is what Hopkins states that this will inevitably happen so a

Small Self Sustaining Town is the solution.
which helps produce its own small economy. I.e.
each town grows it own produce. He states that
the global reliance on road transport andthe global reliance on road transport and
product distribution from a centralized point is
its “akeelies heel” (weakness). For it to work the

It looks into the way the future will hold, so instead of having one
large single self sustaining city, where everyone crowds to one

l h b d h f i li f i i d d d hi

reliance on private transports needs to be greatly
reduced. For transportation biofuel and
h d d hi l ill t k f ilcentral hub and the functionality of society is depended on this.

What this book looks at is a different approach and one that
brings the possibility of lots of smaller towns/cities that are self

hydrogen powered vehicles will take over fossil
fuels. They will be the backbone of public
transportbrings the possibility of lots of smaller towns/cities that are self

sustainable and more so disbursing the population.
transport.
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Peak Oil & Climate ChangePeak Oil & Climate Change

Peak oil can be defined as “the point when further expansion of
oil production becomes impossible because new production flows
are offset by production declines” (Hopkins, 2008, pg. 21).

It basically marks the halfway point of where half of the oil
supplies have been used. This peak is estimated to be occurringpp p g
between the present and 2020.

Climate change is another reason that affects the use of fossil
fuels. Fossil fuels are a major contributor to the increasing
amount of green house gas pushed into the atmosphere which isamount of green house gas pushed into the atmosphere which is
a contributor to global warming. Therefore the usage of fossil
fuels will become more restricted as more environmental laws are
passed.

R l G i G [R l C i l Oil]
Oil & Gas Profiles [2006 Base case]

Regular Growing Gap [Regular Convectional Oil]

Figure 1. The Peak in oil discovery and widening gap between and production]Figure 2. A map of the Petroleum Interval
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Why Rebuilding Resilience is as important as Cutting Carbon

It is immaterial or oil shortages occur. It also can be describes as 
the ability to adapt to changes and disturbances. y p g
portant for a community to have resilience it basically refers to the 
ability of a community or town to continue functioning if any food,
Having a resilient community can bring about various benefits, 
these include: 
_If one part is affected the other parts can continue to function 
It can meet people’s needs without the need for traveling long _ p p g g

distances and transport.
Elimination of needing large infrastructures and bureaucracies_Elimination of needing large infrastructures and bureaucracies  

and replaced with smaller alternatives.

Hopkins states that for a system to be resilient it must have these 
three characteristics:
_Diversity‐ (Having multiple networks of income and resources)
Modularity (Connection of networks and how they constitute to_Modularity (Connection of networks and how they constitute to 

the whole)
Tightness of feedbacks (If there is a problem of how quickly is it_Tightness of feedbacks (If there is a problem of how quickly is it 

dealt with)
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The inevitability of small and why it is the way to go

Fuel supplies are essentially said to be in decline at a very rapidFuel supplies are essentially said to be in decline at a very rapid
rate, and hence the luxury of private transport could come to
stand still. That means that people cannot travel greater distancesp p g
to get to work at one large central crowded hub. This brings about
the importance and inevitability of having things on a more local

lscale.

Quote: "The process by which a region, country, city or evenp y g y y
neighborhood frees itself from an overdependence on the global
economy and invests its own resources to produce a significant

i f h d i f d d i fportion of the goods, services, food and energy it consumes from
its local endowment of financial natural and human capital”
(R Hopkins pg68

Hopkins poses the argument that not everything can be produced

(R.Hopkins,pg68

locally as every place in the world does not have the luxury of
certain minerals and raw material availability. E.g. not every place
can produce fridges and microwaves This idea does reject tradecan produce fridges and microwaves. This idea does reject trade
and poor countries could end up being worse off than they
previously were. It’s not a total localization and that production ofpreviously were. It s not a total localization and that production of
own food is the best way to start off restructuring these towns,
with material and energy production following through similarly.
The idea of small hubs or nodes will help close economic loops
where possible such as food production ect. Hopkins also poses
that it will help in the rebuilding of a zero carbon towns with zerothat it will help in the rebuilding of a zero carbon towns with zero
carbon manufacturing.
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The Hands
Moving from ideas to action

The Transition Concept

Is an emerging and evolving approach to community‐level
sustainability, which is starting to appear in communities up and
d i ll i th E l d R i “ l bl i fdown specially in the England Region “scalable microcosms of
hope”, Jeremy Leggett.
The Transition Concept is based on these assumptions:The Transition Concept is based on these assumptions:

_Community‐driven local solutions will be essential. That’s where
Government will certainly have a role to play in assisting and
encouraging local networks (assisting communities with local

li f f d f l d t d j b )supplies of food ,fuel and water and jobs)

Promoting Local Consumptions, Local Production & Distribution
(How this is explore and developed practice will be different in
each settlement)each settlement)
_Given that Oil and Gas are diminishing resources, and that we
urgently need extreme cuts in CO2 emissions, even to the extentu ge t y eed e t e e cuts CO e ss o s, e e to t e e te t
that our daily lives isolate more carbon that they produce, we
should ask ourselves,
*What would such a world actually look like ?
* How would we Live?
*Where would our food come from?*Where would our food come from?
*What would we hear when we opened the
window in the morning?
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PermaculturePermaculture

One of the principal foundations of the Transition Concept is
Permaculture.
Permaculture is the conscious design and maintenance of
agriculturally productive systems which have the diversityagriculturally productive systems which have the diversity,
stability, and resilience of natural ecosystem. It is the
harmonious integration of the landscape with peopleg p p p
providing their food, energy, shelter and other material and
non‐material needs in a sustainability way

Six Principles that underpin the Transition Model:

The Ark Permaculture Project in Clones, Co. Monaghan, Ireland in about 1997

A good example of permaculture principles in practice The Strategic Six Principles that underpin the Transition Model:
* Visioning: Belief
* Inclusion: Socially Connected

A good example of permaculture principles in practice. The Strategic
location of the pond allows it to reflect winter light into the house,
warm the vegetable garden, provide water and nutrients for

* Awareness‐raising: Globalization
* Resilience: Move rapidly to a Zero carbon society
* Ph i l i l I i ht E t

irrigation, as well as passive cooling for the house. Sitting the
vegetable garden outside the back door makes for easier
maintenance and optimizes the microclimate created by the house * Physiological Insights: Engagement

* Credible and Appropriate Solutions :Explore Solutions  
of a credible scale

maintenance and optimizes the microclimate created by the house.

of a credible scale
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ScaleScale

The first initiatives took by Rob Hopkins were based on
Market Towns, which it’s has a clear surroundings, historically
defined by the villages and rural areas those inhabitants
b ht th i d t th t t th th tbrought their produce to that town rather than to an
adjoining one.

“What it takes is a scale at which one can feel a degree of
control over the process of life, at which individuals became
neighbours, maker & creators instead of just users and
consumers, participants and protagonist instead of just voters
d t th t l i th h l ”and tax payers, that scale is the human scale”

Kirkpatrick Sale(1980)

The Ideal Scale for a Transition Initiative is one over which we
feel e can ha e an infl ence A to n of 5 000 people thatfeel we can have an influence. A town of 5,000 people that
has already a urban structure in place, i.e. road network, rail
station etc.(Transitions Redland, Witywood, Yorkshire,station etc.(Transitions Redland, Witywood, Yorkshire,
Scotland etc. are one of the current transition movement took
over Europe Continent)
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Considerations

What are the implications that local resilience will have on the built environment?

As Local Resilience relies on the basis of being completely self sustainable from
growing and producing its own food, energy and materials, there are someg g p g , gy ,
consequences that this can have on the existing built environment. The main
issues are that of economic and commerce concerns, that because a town is
resilient it will not require trade or interaction with other towns, and therefore
cutting off economic ties. This can slow down a countries economy by reduced
trading of commodities such as food materials and supplying of power if they aretrading of commodities such as food, materials and supplying of power if they are
totally self sufficient. It is understandable that some town will not have the
resources to produce certain materials or specialized goods, but overall economicp p g ,
activity will be affected.

What the Architectural Consequences are and where design typologies will be needed?

Rebuilding a town into smaller self sustain nodes brings about various
architectural challenges such as accommodating for 5000 people and have them
move around efficiently and with ease. It must be designed that someone
essential needs are within walking or cycling distance Various densities areessential needs are within walking or cycling distance. Various densities are
required alongside efficient pedestrian movement, the Manhattan grid can be
incorporated in the central region of the town as it is efficient for high density andp g g y
allows high pedestrian thoroughfare.
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Transition Concept

Socially, Economically , Environmentally benefits

Transition Concept

Permaculture Transport Local Economy

Built
Environment Typologies Densification
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Implementation
Local Resilience ‐ Population,3000/7000 Suburbia =Typologies + Transition Concept 

C l H i ht P l ti 7000Location Map Canley Heights NSW Canley Heights, Population7000Location Map, Canley Heights_NSW

Valley Heights, Population3000Location Map, Valley heights_NSW
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